Are all aberrations equal?
To determine for a fixed RMS error (25 microm, over a 6-mm pupil) how each mode of the normalized Zernike polynomial (second through the fourth radial order) affects high and low contrast logMAR visual acuity. Three healthy volunteers served as subjects. CTView was used to generate optically aberrated logMAR charts. Accommodation was paralyzed and pupils dilated. The foveal achromatic axis of the eye was aligned to a 3-mm pupil and the eye was optimally refracted. Aberrated acuity charts were read until five letters were missed. Data were normalized for each subject to the acuity obtained by reading unaberrated charts and plotted as letters lost as a function of Zernike mode. Defocus (Z2(0)) decreased letter acuity more than astigmatism (Z2(2), Z2(-2)). Coma (Z3(1), Z3(-1)) decreased acuity more than trefoil (Z3(3), Z3(-3)). Spherical aberration (Z4(0)) and secondary astigmatism (Z2(2), Z4(-2)) decreased acuity much more than quadrafoil (Z4(4), Z4(-4)). 1. For an equal amount of RMS error not all coefficients of the Zernike polynomial induce equivalent losses in high and low contrast logMAR acuity. 2. Wavefront error concentrated near the center of the pyramid adversely affects visual acuity more than modes near the edge of the pyramid. 3. Large changes in chart appearance are not reflected in equally large decreases in visual performance (ie, subjects could correctly identify highly aberrated letters). 4. Interactions between modes complicate weighting each Zernike mode for visual impact.